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Abstract. The paper deals with the indoor positioning solution based on utiliza-
tion of IEEE 802.11 network and fingerprinting method. This solution was  
designed as a part of user adaptive integrated positioning system that provides 
location-based services in indoor environment. The integrated positioning sys-
tem is engineered for ubiquitous positioning, i.e. anywhere and anytime. The 
system for indoor environment is called WifiLOC and it is implemented as a 
mobile-assisted positioning system. The architecture and fundamental princi-
ples of the WifiLOC system are presented in this paper. The positioning system 
is based on the fingerprinting method, which utilizes signal strength information 
for position estimation.  

Keywords: Fingerprinting localization, indoor positioning system, architecture, 
location based service, user adaptive system. 

1   Introduction 

The idea of User Adaptive System (UAS) lies in interaction between user and system 
through his mobile device. Such interaction can be linked with user's requests. These 
requests would include for example user current position or tracking information. The 
UAS also may take advantages of location based systems oriented to providing in-
formation support based on current user’s position. Modern sophisticated services 
also deliver content to the user according its actual position [1] – [3]. On the other 
hand, success of the services consists also in performance of localization. Very attrac-
tive group of localization methods applicable in various wireless network platforms is 
called database correlation methods or fingerprinting. The implementation of the 
appropriate database plays very important role from effective function of the UAS. 
This paper designs a suitable indoor positioning solution for systems based on data-
base correlation method. Various positioning systems based on wireless platforms 
were proposed in [4], [5]. But the more existing systems the more problems arise. 
Creation of new technologies is almost impossible because of many existing standards 
and limitations as well as exhausted resources e.g. frequency spectrum for radio 
waves. Also, entire design of new localization system would be very costly or other-
wise complicated as well. Many producers therefore only attach existing systems (e.g. 
GPS - Global Positioning System) and do not attempt to improve them. 
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The most popular algorithms used in indoor environment are based on 
IEEE 802.11 standard [6], [7]. Majority of these algorithms is based on RSS (Re-
ceived Signal Strength) and fingerprinting algorithm. 

Many researchers have paid an attention on the issue of mobile positioning using 
the received signal strength information [8] - [16]. This interest could be based on the 
fact that signal strength information can be simply measured by MS (Mobile Station) 
and does not need an expensive additional implementation costs compared with other 
methods.  

The fingerprinting method seems to be more suitable for Non-Line-of-Sight 
(NLoS) environment compared to trilateration way and is also more immune against 
multipath. The main advantage is that it does not need to create new infrastructure, 
but it only needs to utilize information about existing surrounding networks.  

We decided to base our solution on the IEEE 802.11 platform, because it is wide-
spread. The basic idea results from the utilization of the platform apart from its main 
purpose, which is mainly to cover user data communication. Our approach adds a 
value to the IEEE 802.11 communication platform by providing user positioning. 
Furthermore, MS must not be modified and only localization server has to be added to 
the network. Only the software application for MS has to be implemented as a com-
munication interface for a user and the localization server. Therefore, we decided to 
use Fingerprinting method based on received signal strength information in this work.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces theoretical prin-
ciples of fingerprinting method. In Section 3, implementation of the positioning sys-
tem is presented. Section 4 concludes the paper and suggests some future studies. 

2   Fingerprinting 

Fingerprinting algorithm can be implemented in various ways from mathematical 
point of view. They can be divided into deterministic and probabilistic algorithms. In 
our work we deal with fingerprinting based on deterministic algorithm - Nearest 
Neighbor method (NN), which can achieve sufficient accuracy as well as more com-
plicated method, when density of radio map is high enough [15].  

Accuracy of this method in radio networks is according to [11] determined by two 
factors. Firstly, signal properties vary much at relatively small area. For instance, in 
few meters range, signal from an AP (Access Point) can get attenuated, get lost or be 
replaced with a stronger one. Secondly, these signals are relatively constant in time. It 
allows data gathering and their use in future. 

A disadvantage of this method is sensitivity for environment changes such as ob-
ject movement in the building (e.g. people, furniture), which altogether affect signal 
properties. It is necessary to update the map, but basically, walls and furniture affect 
the signal most of all and therefore update is not required so often. 

Fingerprinting method consists of two phases. At first, it is creation of the radio 
map for an area where planned localization service is desired (see Fig. 1). Radio map 
is basically a database of spots with known position (coordinates) coupled with vari-
ous radio signal properties, e.g. RSS, signal angles or propagation time. This phase is 
called off-line phase. Generally, the off-line phase can be performed by either meas-
urements in a real environment or by prediction as described in [17]. In first case, it is 
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very time consuming, but there are precise and real RSS information used in calcula-
tions. On the other hand, prediction of RSS is more comfortable, but the data is highly 
dependent on a quality of map model of given environment. There is a compromise 
between the demanding effort and accuracy in [12]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Radio map for fingerprinting using RSS. 

After the radio map is created, second phase can take place. MS measures signal 
properties at unknown spot. Then the radio map is searched to find a best match from 
existing spots. The match is actually the nearest point from database and is considered 
MS position (for NN method). This step is called on-line phase. Next sections deal 
with fingerprinting in more details. 

2.1   Localization Algorithm 

The most common method how to find the best match and actually perform localiza-
tion is Euclidean algorithm. Let’s assume a fingerprint in radio map, which is charac-
terized by vector P: 

[ ]Mj xxx ,,][ 1 K==P , (1)

where xj characterizes the spot, i.e. values of the signal properties (e.g. RSS). M repre-
sents number of signal properties used for radio map creation. In general, let’s con-
sider the radio map contains fingerprints of N spots. 

[ ]iMiiji xxx ,,][ 1 K==P , Ni ,,1K= . (2)

Unique identifiers of neighbor AP are stored in radio map as well as spot coordinates 
and they are coupled with xi, but are not shown here for model simplicity. The whole 
radio map contains all fingerprints Pi and creates the set S written as 

{ }Ni K1: == iPS . (3)

In case of MS localization, the signal properties are measured at unknown spot, a new 
fingerprint Q is obtained  
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][ jy=Q , Mj ,,1K= . (4)

The Euclidean distance dk between vectors Pk and Q is defined as 

( )∑
=

−=−=
M

j
jkjkk yxd

1

2QP . (5)

When Euclidean distance formula is applied on entire radio map, the vector of dis-
tances D is obtained between all radio map vectors Pi and vector Q can be calculated 
as 
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The element of vector D with minimum value defines the nearest spot to Q. Its  
position is recorded within radio map and its coordinates are considered the location 
estimate.  

3   WifiLOC Positioning System 

The basic properties of the WifiLOC are described in this part. The system utilizes 
signal information for positioning from surrounding Wifi networks. The system is 
based on fingerprinting positioning method and signal strength information as men-
tioned above.  

3.1   WifiLOC Architecture 

We decided to design WifiLOC as the mobile-assisted positioning concept. The  
mobile-assisted positioning means that the necessary measurements are done in a 
localized mobile station and measured results are forwarded to the network part LCS 
(localization server). The position is estimated (calculated) at server side. The archi-
tecture of the system is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Radio map for fingerprinting using RxLev. 
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The system is based on client-server architecture. From different point of view the 
entire architecture could be divided into three almost independent parts: 

1. localization server,  
2. network of access points, 
3. mobile station - user, client. 

The division was purposely performed, because of function of particular parts. 
 

Localization Server 

The core component of the system is the localization server. It is main brain of the 
system and provides more functions: communication with clients, position estimation, 
radio map database… Therefore, it consists of more functional entities: database 
server, web server and communication platform. LCS is built on Ubuntu operating 
system [18]. 

Radio map is saved on database server based on MySQL platform, which is free to 
use [19].  

Communication between client-server is implemented via Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) web services. Web services are deployed at web server. They are 
used to upload measurement data to database server as well as exchange data when 
localization occurs. Web services technology offers reliable data transport and cross-
platform object exchange. 

Communication between client and LCS could be implemented by various stan-
dard communication links depending on availability. Obviously, Wifi is used by de-
fault, but Bluetooth, UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) or GSM 
(Global System for Mobile Communications) were successfully tested.  

Network of Access Points 

Network of access points can consist of various network provider APs. It is one of the 
biggest advantages of the WifiLOC, because in this case it is not necessary to build 
new network for this purpose. Hence, initial costs are minimal. 

The signals from all fixed AP are passively scanned and utilized for positioning. 
The system relies on fact that transmission power is not changed.  

Mobile Station 

Mobile station can be any mobile phone, personal device, tag or laptop equipped with 
IEEE 802.11 chipset. Localization application is developed in Java language SDK 
(Standard Development Kit) due to its easy implementation and cross-platform  
compatibility.  

3.2   Positioning Data Visualization 

Positioning data visualization is the same at the client application and LCS. Obvi-
ously, it depends on hardware equipment of the MS. Given positioning data is shown 
by means of web page, which is generated by web server, arbitrary web browser 
could be used to display them. Generally, the positioning result would be depicted in 
three levels: 
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1. Local - the web page displays local map (ground plan) and estimated position 
(spot) in local space. It is exact information about corridor or room where client is 
situated. This information is important for better orientation of the client in current 
area.  

2. Sub-Global - in this level the actual building is identified where client is situated. 
This additional information could be used by client for better orientation in case of 
the next navigation in the building complex. 

3. Global - the web page displays map and estimated position in global space. Maps 
are created using Google Maps™ API. This information is important for better 
global orientation of the client. 
 

This information could be supplemented by exact coordinates of the place or picture 
which can be seen by user. It depends on implementation of the WifiLOC system, e.g. 
there could be information about the nearest physician surgery in hospital etc.  

In Fig. 3 Client application can be seen on the mobile terminal. The application 
displays in text form that the user “Smolyk” is currently located in room number 
ND321. The user can decide to show different way for position data visualization via 
icons in application (see Fig. 3). There are shown various types of positioning data 
visualization in Fig. 4. The visualization could be seen at client and server.  

 

 

Fig. 3. WifiLOC client application environment. 

Design of “extensible” positioning system was the main idea during development 
phase. “Extensible” means that system should be able to implement in all relevant 
Wifi networks. The system is extensible from service extension point of view. The 
service portfolio could be extended without necessary modifications in mobile sta-
tions. The system does not have any limits from a number of users’ point of view. 

Next system advantage consists of the possibility to fill up data to database by a 
user in case that its terminal is able to use local coordinates, because WifiLOC is 
based on local coordinates system. This option can be used in case that a user needs 
further radio map (higher density of RSS information). These data can be easily con-
verted to GPS coordinates as reference coordinates. Hence, advantage of the system 
consists of this fact, because results of mobile positioning can be also presented in 
WGS-84 (World Geodetic System) and are compatible with GPS and maps, which are  
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Fig. 4. Positioning data visualization. 

based on WGS-84. The process of map creation is started and finished from the de-
vice which performs measurements to radio map. Positioning data (RSS and coordi-
nates) is measured during this process. When all desired data is measured, they are 
sent to the server. In that case, reference points are marked manually in the map. The 
other way lies in association of reference points with fixed points, e.g. doors, offices 
and others. Finally, the most important advantage is that the WifiLOC system is inde-
pendent on surrounding Wifi network operators. The system only utilizes information 
about signal strength from these networks. Arbitrary network can be used for commu-
nication between user and localization server. 

4   Conclusion and Future Work 

We designed the positioning solution based on fingerprinting method and network 
based on IEEE 802.11 standard. It is called WifiLOC. This system seems to be good 
appropriate solution for user adaptive systems which need to know user position in 
indoor environment. The solution uses received signal strength information for its 
function. The solution is implemented as mobile-assisted positioning. The mobile 
terminal independently collects the necessary data from surrounding access points. 
The measured data is sent from mobile terminal to the localization server for position 
estimation. The server estimates position and the information about position is sent 
back to the terminal when it is requested. Position information can be displayed on the 
map of terminal screen as well as at the server. 
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User position information is very important for user adaptive system. This task is 
performed by WifiLOC. According user’s position can be offered various location 
based services and whole system can be adapted. 

Future works can be focused on investigation of influence of various kinds of envi-
ronments on positioning accuracy or how to increase of positioning accuracy. An accu-
racy improvement could be made with current localization algorithm, but more spots 
from database would be used for position estimation. It could be also based on differ-
ent map matching algorithm or on the use of other extra data for position estimation. 
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